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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let ST,, denote the set of real algebraic polynomials of degree y1 or less and 
let jl . jj be the uniform norm on C[a, b], the set of continuous, real-valued 
functions defined on the interval [a, b]. The classical strong unicity theorem 
(see Cheney [I], p. SO) asserts that ifp, is the best uniform approximation to 
f E C[a, b] from 7rn , then there is a constant y > 0 such that 
llf-PIl ~llf-Pfll+YllP-PflI (1.1) 
or, equivalently, 
IIP - Pf II G Uhmf- P II - Ilf- Pf II) (14 
for allp E 7r, . In a recent paper, Y. Fletcher and J. A. Roulier [2] have shown 
that strong unicity can fail for monotone approximation in which the 
approximating space consists of the nondecreasing polynomials in rr, . In 
this paper, it is shown that an alternative concept which we call “strong 
unicity of order +” is valid for monotone approximation. The setting of this 
paper is somewhat more general than that of [2]. 
Let 1 < k, < k, < ... < kl < y1 be I integers and E$ = 51 (i = I,..., I) 
be 1 signs. In the monotone approximation problem considered by C. .G. 
Lorentz and K. L. Zeller [4] and R. A. Lorentz [6], the approximating space 
is 
= (p E ?r,: Eip ‘“i’(x) > 0 for x E [a, b], i = l,..., 1). 
The approximating space in [2] is M,(l ; 1). If pp is the best uniform approxi- 
mation to f E C[a, b] from M, , we say that pf is strongly unique of order 
a: (0 < 01 < 1) if for each K > 0 there is a constant y > 0 such that 
llf- P II 2 llf- Pf II i Y II P - Pf va U-3) 
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or, eq~i~lalently, 
IIP-Pfll ~(l/v>*(llf-PI!-I//S-PI/~) (1.4j / 
for all p E iZa, with // pl /j < K. The principle result of this paper is that if %t is 
large enough so that deg pp > kl , then best monotone a~~ro~~matio~s are 
strongly unique of order &. The example of Fletcher and Rouiier [2] shows 
that the order 3 cannot in general be improved. In doing this, we sbaIl need 
to extend a modified strong unicity result of Fletcher an oulier [Z] to rlae 
more general setting of approximation from M,(k, ,..., IzE ; e1 ,...? E& T 
accomplished with no change in their proof. 
It is known that strong unicity and Lipschitz conditions for best approxi- 
mation operators are related (see Cheney [l], p. 82). In this light, the 
uniform approximation operator corresponding to M&k, ?..‘) ii6 ; Ed ,-.~) ~$1 
is shown to satisfy a local Lipschitz condition of order & on bounded subsets 
of C[a, b] when deg pr 3 kE . 111 addition, this operator is cont~~~o~$ even 
ifdegpf <k,. 
2. BACKGROUND AND NOTATIONS 
The results of this paper depend on a characterization theorem of 
G. 6. Lorentz and K. L. Zeller [4] and a n~odi~~atio~ of a lemma of 
. A. Lorentz [6] used in establishing uniqueness of best approximations 
from n/r, . In this section, we state the pertinent results from these papers 
and introduce a seminorm and a norm on rrlz to be used in s~bse~~~~t 
analyses. 
Letfc C[a, b]\M, and pf E Al% . Defiine 
A = AU Pf) = lx 62 ba, bl : I SW - P&II = Ilf - Pf II> 
and 
& = &(p,) = {y E [a, b]: py(y) == 0) 
for i = I ,..., 1. For x E A, let 
44 = wGf(4 - ~fW1. 
The characterization theorem of [4] follows. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let f E C[a, b]\Mn andp, E Mn . Then ps is a best approximu- 
tion to f from M, if and only if there exist xi E A (i = I)*.., p) and yij E 
(j = l)...) hi ) i = l)..., I) andpositive numbers ai (i = I,..., p) and/?&j = I,..., 
Xi, i = I,..., I) with 
p+&n+2 (2.3) i=i 




In the remainder of this paper, pr shall be the best approximation to f 
from M, and the points xi and yij shall be fixed. Let 
v=nifdegp,>k, 
= ki - 1 if ki is the smallest ki > deg pr . 
Let ei denote the number of yii in {a, b} and N = p - 1 + Clcisv (2hi - eJ. 
We shall be interested in the Birkoff interpolation problem (BIP) of finding a 
q E vN such that 
q(Xi) = Ui(i = l,.,..p) (2.5) 
qf'cJ(y,j) E bij (j = l,..., hi , ki < 4 42.6) 
q(“i+l)( Yii) = cij (a < yif < b,j = l,..., hi, ki+l d v). (2.71 
The following lemma differs from Lemma 2.2 of R. A. Lorentz [6] in that 
he used degpf in place of v an A and Bi in place of the xi and yii . The proof 
is the same as Lorentz’ proof with the exception of an application of (2.4) 
instead of another characterization theorem and is omitted. 
LEMMA 2.2. The BIP (2.5)-(2.7) consists of N + 1 nonoverlapping condi- 
tions and N > v + 1. The incidence matrix E for the BIP (2.5)-(2.7) satisfies 
the strong Polya condition and contains no odd supported sequences. Thus the 
BIP (2.5)-(2.7) has a unique solution in z-~ for every choice of the ai , bij , and 
Ci.j * 
For reference on Birkoff interpolation, see Lorentz and Zeller [5]. 
For p E z-, , define 
UP II’ = maxfl P(XA (i = I,..., ~1, 
and 
j p(@(yij)l (j = l,..., Xi , i = I,..., I)} (23) 
II P I/* = maxtl pWl ti = I,..., A, 
/ p(ki)(yii)l (,j = l,..., hi , i = l,..., 1), 
/ p(Q+l)(yij)j (a < yij < b, j = l,..., hi , i = l,..., l)}. (2.9) 
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It is clear that // . 11’ and j/ . I/* are seminorms on am s The main use of 
Lemma 2.2 is in the next lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. Ifdegp$ > kt , then Ij * //* is a norm on T, I 
Proof. The proof is easy. If degp, 2 kl , then N > v = n. As a result, the 
only solution to the homogeneous BIP (2.5)-(2.7)(ai = bij = cij = 0) in 7~, 
is the trivial solution. If p ET, and lip I/* = 0, then p is a solution of this 
homogeneous BIP and thus p E 0. 
An important consequence of Lemma 2.3 is that /j . //* and the uniform 
norm /I . /I taken as norms on the finite dimensional space rn are equivalent. 
3. STRONG UNICITY OF ORDER l/2 
We remark that if f~ M, , then (1.1) holds with y = 1. enceforth, we 
shall assume that f$ M, . 
The first theorem of this section is an extension of Theorem 4.2 of Fletcher 
and Roulier [2] to the more general setting of approximation from .Mn 
(k, ,..., kt ; ~1 ,..., et). The proof of this theorem is exactly the same as their 
proof and thus is omitted. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let f G C[a, b]\Mn ,pI: be the best ~~~~rrn app~o~imut~~~ 
to ffrom Al, ) and II * 11’ be given by (2.8). Then there is a constant y > 0 such 
that 
llf-PI/ au---Prll +YIlP--Pf~l’ (3.1) 
for allp EM, . 
Fletcher and Roulier [Z] proved independently of their Theorem 4.1 that 
(1 .l) holds for those p E M, for which pf - p E Pn, . e give a simpler 
proof of this result using Theorem 3.1 and the ideas of Section 2. Again this 
result is extended to the more general monotone approximation problem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let f E C[a, b]\M, andp, be the best uniform a-p~ra~irnat~~~ 
to ffrom M, ~ If degp, 3 kl , then there is a constant p > 0 such that 
ilf-PI! >llf-PA + f llp -pf I/ 
for all p E nCr, with p(“i)( yij) = 0 for j = l,..., Ai ) i = I ,...) 1. 
Proof. Since j/ . II* and j/ . // are equivalent norms on 7~, p there is a con- 
stant p1 > 0 such that /I 4 II* 3 p1 I/ q I/ for all 4 ~7, . Let p E M, with 
p(“i)( yij) = 0 forj = l,..., Ai , i = l,..., 1. Since ~pp’(x) 3 0 and ~p@i’(~) > 
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0 for x E [a, b], pp+l) (yij) = p(ki+l)(yij) = 0 for a < yii < b, j = l,..., Xi , 
i=l ,..‘, 1. Hence, jj p - pf I/’ = jj p - pf /I*, and by (3.1) it follows that 
llf-all 3llf-Pfl/+~llP-PfII* 
3llf-PfIl+~~~llP-PfI/. 
where h depends only onf. The proof is completed by letting p = Ap, . 
The proof of the main result of this paper is similar to the proof of 
Theorem 3.2 in that we must obtain a relationship between j/p - pf 11’ and 
l/p - ps II* for certain p E M, . In doing this we make use of the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let pRZ(x) = x2qnz(x) + ol,x + pm for m = 1,2,..., where 
each qm(x) is a real-valuedfunction dejned on [-1, I] and the ol, and ,& are 
real. If there is a constant M > 0 such that qm(x) < Mfor all x E [--I, l] and 
all m, p,(x) > 0 for all x E [-1, 11, and lim,,, 01, = limm.+m ,& = 0, then 
01,~ < 4MP,for all su$iciently large m. 
Proof. Since qm(x) < M for all x E L-1, 11, 
0 < P~(x> < Mx2 + amx + Pm 
for all x E [- 1, 11. Assume 01,~ > 4MpnZ for infinitely many m. For such m, 
the quadratic function Mx2 + a,~ + pm. has two distinct real zeros (--am + 
- 4MP,))1/2/2M. Since lim*n+,m a, = limm+m pm = 0, Mx2 + 01,x + 
::;a, two distinct real zeros in (- 1, 1) for infinitely many m. As a result 
Mxm2 + ol,x, + ,& < 0 for some x, E (- 1, 1) and for infinitley many my 
A contradiction is thus reached, and 01 m2 < 4M/& for all sufficiently large m. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let f E C[a, b]\M, , and let pf be the best uniform approxi- 
mation to f from M, . If degp, > k, , then for each I( > 0 there is a constant 
y > 0 such that 
(3.2) 
for all p E M, with II p /I < K. 
Proof. We assume that (3.2) does not hold. Then there is a sequence 
(pm} in Ma with /I pm I/ < K and I/ pm - pf I/ > 0 such that 
Ym Jlf-Pmll- Ilf-Pfll,O 
IlPm - Pf II2 (3.3) 
as m --, 00. Since the I/pm I/ < K, we may assume that pm ‘-j‘p E 
formly on [a, b] as m -+ co. Then by (3.3), 
wli”~ 
IIS - P II = 2~~ ilf - pm 11 
= p& (IIS - Pf I/ L Ym II Pm - Pf II”3 
= lif- pp il. 
Since best approximations from Ma are unique (see . A. Lorectz [6]), p = 
pf . T‘husp,, -+pf uniformly on [a, b] as m + co. 
Now by Theorem 3.1 there is a constant ,O > 0 su 
We noii show that (11 pm - pf Ii*)” < p1 11 pm - pj I/’ for some p1 > 
ali sufficiently large yy1. Since // . // * and j j . jl are equivalent norms on =, > 
pm - pj /I* * 0 as m + 00. Fix yij E (a, b). Since pyi’(yij) = p$‘iil’(yij) = 
, Iim,m+, ~3(~~i)(y~~) = lim m--)m ~(“*+~)(y~~) = 0. Also, up 2 0 for ah .‘i 
in the neighborhood [a, b] of yii . Since (p$‘> is uniformly convergent, we 
may write 
p;$‘(x) = (x - yJ c&(x) + p$‘“‘(y&x - y,J + p$)(J&) 
where the q&x) are uniformly bounded over [a, b]. Employing an appropriate 
linear change of variable and using Lemma 3.3, there is a constant Mij > 0 
such that 
for ail sufficiently large m. Thus 
for rd sufficiently large. Furthermore, Ii pnz - pf j/’ < 1 for all sufhciently 
large WE. Taking ,ol = max{l, Mij(a < yij < b, j = I, . . . . Ai, i = l,..,, i)j9 we 
have 
(II Pm - Pf II*)” G PI iih - Pf II’ 
for m sufficiently large. 
Since I/ . j/* and // . II are equivalent norms on -rrn ) there is a constant pz > 0 
such that 
PzIIPm-Pfll ~IlP?n-PpP!/* (3.6) 
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for all m. By (3.4), (3.5), and (3.6), it now follows that 
llf- Pm. II 2 IV - Pf II + hlP3ll Pnz - Pf II2 
for all sufficiently large m. This contradicts (3.3) and Theorem 3.4 is proven. 
We remark that the dependence of y on K in Theorem 3.4 is essential. 
This is easy to see as jjp - pf II2 grows faster than IIf-- p /I as ljp II+ 00. In 
addition, the example of Fletcher and Roulier [2] shows that the order $ 
cannot in general be improved. We briefly review their example. Let [a, b] = 
[-l,l],n=3,Z=k,=~~=l,and 
f(x) = 4 - x2 + (x - l/393. 
Fletcher and Roulier showed that the best approximation toffrom M,(l; 1) 
is 
Pf(X) = (x - l/3’/“)” 
and Iif- pf j/ = 4. Moreover, for pa E M,(l; 1) given by 
p&c) = (x - l/319” + c&(X2 - (1 - a)), 
we have IIf-- pa 11 = $ + 01~ and IIpa - pf /j = 201(1 - 01)3/Z/33/2 for a: 
sufficiently small. For any t < 2, 
llf- Pclll - llf- Pf II = a2-t 
IIPU - Pf IIt [2(1 - c93y3 l/p + O 
as 01 --f 0. Furthermore, jl pa - pf j/ -+ 0 as 01-+ 0. Hence pf is not strongly 
unique of order greater than &. 
4. CONTINUITY AND LIPSCHITZ CONDITIONS 
The first theorem of this section asserts that the best monotone approxima- 
tion operator is continuous with respect to the uniform norm topology on 
C[a, b]. As with Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, this theorem is an extension of a 
result of Fletcher and Roulier [2]. Unlike their proof, our proof does not 
ostensibly depend on Birkoff interpolation. Instead we employ the techniques 
of A. Kro6 [3]. In this section, we shall let r,(f) denote the best approxima- 
tion to f from M, . 
THEOREM 4.1. The operator T, is continuous at each f E C[a, b] with 
respect to the uniform norm topology on C[a, b]. 
Proof. Let fe C[a, b] and let {gm) be a sequence in C[a, b] such that 
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lim,,, Ij g, -fii = 0. We must show that lim,,, j/ T,(g,) - T&f)// = 
Assume otherwise. Then by extracting a subsequence and relabeling, we 
may assume that /j T,(gnz) - TJf)lj 3 E for some E > 0 and all m. It can 
easily be seen that // T,(g,)lj < 2 I/ g, Ij and hence the T,(gm) are uniformly 
bounded. Thus we may assume that T,(g,) + q E Ma nniformiy on [a, b] as 
w1 --t co. The inequality 
Ill g, - ~&h)li - Ilf- CLf)lli G II gm -fli 
appears in A. Krob [3] and is easily established. Hence, 
lim II gm - ~&mN = 1l.f - ~Lf?II. m-m 
But 
ki II & - Tn(gm)ll = lif - 9 !!. 
y the uniqueness of best monotone approximations (see ]6]), 4 = T,(f) 
and hm 11L+z j; T,(g,) - T,(f)\l = 0. This is a contradiction and the theorem 
is established. 
The next theorem shows that if deg T,(f) 2 kz , then the continuity of 
Theorem 4.1 is a local Lipschitz continuity of order +. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let f E C[a, b] and assume that deg TJf) 3 kZ . Then? for 
each K > 0 there is a constant h > 0 such that 
II T,(g) - ~nCf)ll d A l/g -.,W” (4,1> 
for all g E C[u, b] with /I g /j < K. 
Proof. The proof follows directly from Theorem 3.4. If jj g jj < K, then 
jl a,(g)\1 < 2K. Select y > 0 such that 
llf-P II 3 llf- Tkf)ll + Y IIP - ~kf>li” 
foralfpEM,withllpI/ <2KIfg~C[a,b]andiig\l <K,then 
I/ Tdg) - T,df>ll < r-lYlf- T&)iI - iif- TnCf>l121~2 
< pWf- g II + II g - Ik,(dii - lif- ~nCfN>~~~ 
< p’ylf- g II + II g - ~7mi - i!f- ;r,uw2 
< 21/21/--1/2 [/ g -j-p. 
Thus (4.1) holds with h = (2/y)liz. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
The main results of this paper are Theorems 3.4 and 4.2. Although strong 
unicity of best monotone approximations can fail, strong unicity of order 
g holds when deg pf > k, . This condition is not overly stringent for if 
f 6 MkCW1 , then degpf 2 kl for all sufficiently large n. This condition is used 
only in proving that 11 . Ij* is a norm on rrn . It would be interesting to in- 
vestigate the necessity of this condition. 
A subtle difference between Theorem 3.4 and ordinary strong unicity is 
that (3.2) holds on bounded subsets of AK,. This local nature cannot be 
avoided for strong unicity of order less than 1. This follows because // p - 
pf ljlja grows faster than Ilf - p Ij as // p II -+ w when 01 < 1. 
Although the order + is best possible for strong nnicity, it is unknown 
whether the order fi is best possible for the Lipschitz condition. 
It is the author’s view that further research on strong uniqueness need be 
done for constrained approximation problems such as that of approximation 
with restricted ranges on derivatives (see [7]). This view is based on the 
observation that strong unicity appears in several convergence analyses for 
algorithms to compute best approximations. 
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